
Silky ‘Smooth’ Sail Handling with  
Smooth Sail 20
High performance, sail, track and fittings lubricant for yachts, 
dinghies and racing sail craft

Do you experience the frustration of tedious sail handling due to sails sticking,  
puckering or seizing in their tracks and difficulties in trimming to that perfect sail set 
without performance reducing distortions, creases and folds? Do stiff and seizing 
blocks, travelers, cars and other fittings aggravate your boat’s sailing performance? 
If so Smooth Sail could be just what’s needed for these and many other lubrication 
problem areas around your boat.

Smooth Sail is a technologically advanced, sail, track and marine fittings lubricator  
for yachts, dinghies and general racing sailboats, which is aimed at immediately  
achieving fast, silky smooth sail changes, fitting, adjustment and reefing as well  
as easy, safe and efficient lubrication of most marine fittings.  Smooth Sail can  
be applied liberally around the boat and direct to sails and other marine fittings  
without leaving unsightly residues. Unlike some other products, its non-greasy 
solvent-free formulation does not normally require careful cleaning and preparation 
of surfaces prior to initial or repeat applications.

Smooth Sail is environmentally friendly, without toxic ingredients. Its light,  
emulsion-based formulation minimises the buildup of unwanted contaminants such 
as sand and salt. It quickly softens and protects stiff, salt-encrusted sail cloth and 
canvas, and is ideal for the majority of metal and plastic fittings. 

Smooth Sail also works wonders on salt contaminated zips and press studs on  
marine clothing, spray hoods and sail covers and can be used to reduce friction on 

most problem areas around the boat.  The light formulation of Smooth Sail makes it 
the ideal, instant and repetitive-use lubricant which, as well as improving sail handling, can 
be used for a host of light lubricant marine applications.

It can be applied directly to sailcloth, canvas and plastic or metal surfaces from a handy 
500ml trigger spray bottle which reduces the problems of fast evaporation and windblown 
spray associated with aerosol applicators.  
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Typical Uses for Smooth Sail 20

 
 and other plastic and metal marine fittings without the need for careful preparation of surfaces 

 
 easier reefing under load and in difficult conditions

 
 to use at sea in most conditions without the need for moisture free surfaces for application 

 

 
 associated with aerosol applicators

Test on unusual sail constructions before use
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